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FOREWORD 
 

 

 
 

Thank you for getting my free catalogue.  
 
As the title says, this is a full compilation of my favourite legendary toy robots 
from Japan.  
 
From Gundam in the late 70s to Appleseed Machina in 2007, the catalogue 
showcases both robot model kits and characters in premium quality and 
exclusively imported from both Japan and China. 
 
As well as the history of how those stories behind those robots came about.  
 
So sit back and enjoy reading as I am about to reveal everything.  
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MOBILE SUIT 
GUNDAM 
TOYS AND MERCHANISE 



1 
MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM 

 

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM – ALSO 

known as First Gundam, Gundam 
0079 or simply Gundam 79 is a 
televised anime series, produced by 
Sunrise.  
 
Created and directed by Yoshiyuki 
Tomino, it premiered in Japan on 
Nagoya Broadcasting Network and 
its affiliated ANN stations on April 7, 
1979 and lasted until January 26, 
1980, spanning 43 episodes.  
 
It was the very first Gundam series, 
which has subsequently been 
adapted into numerous sequels and 

spin-offs.  
 
Set in the futuristic calendar year Universal Century 0079, the plot focuses on 
the war between the Principality of Zeon and the Earth Federation, with the 
latter unveiling a new giant robot known as the RX-78-2 Gundam piloted by the 
teenage civilian mechanic Amuro Ray.  
 
In 1981, the series was re-edited for theatrical release and split into 3 movies.  
 
The characters were designed by Yoshikazu Yasuhiko, and Kunio Okawara was 
responsible for the mechanical designs, including the eponymous giant robot, 
the RX-78-2 Gundam.  
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2 MY FAVOURITE TOY ROBOTS 
 
The first movie was released on February 22, 1981. Tomino himself also wrote a 
trilogy of novels that retell the events of the series.  
 
Subsequent double manga adaptations of the series have also been written by 
2 manga artists.  
 
Despite initial low ratings that caused the series' cancellation, the popularity of 
Gundam saw a boost from the introduction of Bandai's Gundam models in 1980 
and from reruns and the theatrical release of the anime, leading to the creation 
of a prolific and lucrative media and toy franchise.  
 
The series is famous for revolutionizing the giant robot genre due to the 
handling of mobile suits as weapons of war and portrayal of their pilots as 
ordinary soldiers, as opposed to the previous style of portraying hero pilots 
and their giant super hero robots.  
 

MEGAHOUSE MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM UC COSMO 
FLEET SPECIAL  

Measuring more than 6-1/2 long, 
this super-detailed replica of the 
SCVA-76 Nahel Argama comes 
with a firing Hyper Mega Particle 
cannon and 4 scaled figures! 

 
 

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/megahouse-mobile-suit-gundam-uc-cosmo-fleet-special/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/megahouse-mobile-suit-gundam-uc-cosmo-fleet-special/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/megahouse-mobile-suit-gundam-uc-cosmo-fleet-special/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/megahouse-mobile-suit-gundam-uc-cosmo-fleet-special/


RX-78-2 GUNDAM 
The very first original pioneer 
Mobile Suit Gundam based on 
the 1979 animation series. 
 
Featuring unparalleled detail at a 
1/144 scale, this model kit series 
combines affordability with the 
best plastic engineering.  
 
The interior construction up till 
now has been changed by the 
Advanced MS Joint.  

 

  

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/rx-78-2-gundam/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/rx-78-2-gundam/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/rx-78-2-gundam/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/rx-78-2-gundam/


GUNDAM RX-77-2 GUN CANNON HGUC 1/144 SCALE 
 
The Gun Cannon in 1/144 scale from 
Mobile Suit Gundam in its iconic all red 
color scheme. 
 
Cannons on shoulders are movable and 
comes with interchangeable hand parts 
to replicate iconic poses. 

Beam rifle included.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gundam-rx-77-2-gun-cannon-hguc-1-144-scale
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gundam-rx-77-2-gun-cannon-hguc-1-144-scale
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gundam-rx-77-2-gun-cannon-hguc-1-144-scale
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gundam-rx-77-2-gun-cannon-hguc-1-144-scale


GUNDAM RX-75 GUNTANK HGUC 1/144 SCALE 
 

Driven by the pudgy Hayato and almost as 
regular a fixture in the original anime as 
Amuro and the Gundam, the Guntank has 
languished for years with only a sub-par kit to 
represent it.  
 
Bandai has now corrected this injustice with a 
top-quality HG rendering of this long-time 
favorite!  
 
Tracks are made of flexible, easy to assemble 
plastic strips, but they don't move on the 
completed kit.  
 
Arms, back cannons and cockpit/head are 
posable. Molded in the final colors and 
featuring snap-fit assembly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gundam-rx-75-guntank-hguc-1-144-scale
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gundam-rx-75-guntank-hguc-1-144-scale
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gundam-rx-75-guntank-hguc-1-144-scale
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gundam-rx-75-guntank-hguc-1-144-scale


1/100 FULL MERCHANICS MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM 
IRON BLOOD ORPHANS 

 
A ferocious repaired form of 
Gundam Barbatos lupus that 
has been created as a result 
of the intense damage from 
fighting the mobile armor 
Hashmal. 

 
 

  

https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/1-100-full-merchanics-mobile-suit-gundam-iron-blood-orphans
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/1-100-full-merchanics-mobile-suit-gundam-iron-blood-orphans
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/1-100-full-merchanics-mobile-suit-gundam-iron-blood-orphans
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/1-100-full-merchanics-mobile-suit-gundam-iron-blood-orphans


BANDAI HOBBY WING GUNDAM ZERO VERSION 
EW1/100 - MASTER GRADE 

 
The first Wing Gundam unit in 
Real Grade line: Wing Gundam 
Zero Custom! 
 
This super famous angel 
winged Gundam is recreated in 
the highly detailed line which 
should please every Wing 
Gundam fans! 
 
Includes beam sabers and the 
powerful Twin Buster Rifle. 

 

 

 

https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-wing-gundam-zero-version-ew1-100-master-grade
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-wing-gundam-zero-version-ew1-100-master-grade
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-wing-gundam-zero-version-ew1-100-master-grade
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-wing-gundam-zero-version-ew1-100-master-grade


BANDAI HOBBY NU GUNDAM VERSION KA CHAR’S 
COUNTERATTACK 1/100 – MASTER GRADE 
 

This modern version of the Nu Gundam has 
been designed by esteemed mechanical 
designer Hajime Katoki as part of the G-
Dome at the Gundam Front Tokyo exhibit.  
 
Featuring new modeling technology 
refined since the original MG Nu Gundam 
release, this incorporates new features 
such as foldable tabs on weapons to allow 
for better gripping and a head with light up 
eyes using an LED (sold separately).  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-hu-gundam-version-ka-chars-counterattack-1-100-master-grade
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-hu-gundam-version-ka-chars-counterattack-1-100-master-grade
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-hu-gundam-version-ka-chars-counterattack-1-100-master-grade
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-hu-gundam-version-ka-chars-counterattack-1-100-master-grade


BANDAI HOBBY RX-178 GUNDAM MK-II A.E.U.G PG 
1/60 SCALE 
 

The RX-178 Gundam Mark-II is a 
fictional mobile suit from the 
Universal Century Gundam anime 
series.  
 
A collaborative design created by 
Kunio Okawara, Mamoru Nagano, 
and Kazumi Fujita. 
 
Featured prominently as 
protagonist Kamille Bidan's 
mobile suit in the first half of 
Mobile Suit Zeta Gundam and 
used by various secondary 
characters throughout the rest 

of that series and its sequel – Mobile Suit 
Gundam ZZ. 
  
It has appeared in a number of other media, 
including the PlayStation 2 title Mobile Suit 
Gundam – AEUG Vs Titans, the multi-platform 
title Dynasty Warriors – Gundam, the Super 
Robot Wars series and PSP title Gundam 
Battle Royale among many others.  

 

 

 

 

https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-rx-178-gundam-mk-ii-a-e-u-g-pg-1-60-scale
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-rx-178-gundam-mk-ii-a-e-u-g-pg-1-60-scale
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-rx-178-gundam-mk-ii-a-e-u-g-pg-1-60-scale


MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM F91 1/60 BIG SCALE MODEL 
KIT 

The Gundam F91 (F91 standing for 
Formula 91) is the titular mobile 
suit of Mobile Suit Gundam series. 
 
The unit is piloted by Seabook 
Arno.  
 
Another F91, colored dark blue 
and yellow, is piloted by Harrison 
Martin.  
 
Reduced in height compared to its 
famous predecessor (15.2 meters 
compared to 18.5) and mass (19.9 

tons fully loaded while the RX-78 took off 
fully loaded at 60.0), the F91 was immensely 
more powerful.  
 

It is armed 
with a pair 
of machine 
cannons in 
the chest, 
Vulcan 
guns in the 
head, a 
pair of 

back mounted variable speed beam rifles, beam sabers, newly developed beam 
shield.  
 
That was much more effective than the solid state shields used by past mobile 
suits, and can be optionally equipped with a beam rifle and a beam launcher.  

https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/mobile-suit-gundam-f91-1-60-big-scale-model-kit
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/mobile-suit-gundam-f91-1-60-big-scale-model-kit
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/mobile-suit-gundam-f91-1-60-big-scale-model-kit
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/mobile-suit-gundam-f91-1-60-big-scale-model-kit


BANDAI HOBBY GUNDAM SEED ASTRAY RED 
FRAME 1/60 PERFECT GRADE MODEL KIT 

 

Secretly in development for 4 years, the 
PG Gundam Astray Red Frame makes its 
big debut. 

In keeping with the Red Frame 
designation, the movable frame around 
which the Perfect Grade series is 
designed is molded in red, with a 

completely articulated structure for 
exciting and flexible posing.  

Shoulder units can extend outward for 
expanded range of movement. Elbows 
feature multi-joint construction, 
allowing complex poses such as 
drawing the sword.  

Stomach Unit Features:  
 
1. Full articulation, including 
hydraulic cylinders 
 
2. Knee armor designed to move 
along with poses 

 

https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-gundam-seed-astray-red-frame-1-60-perfect-grade-model-kit
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-gundam-seed-astray-red-frame-1-60-perfect-grade-model-kit
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-gundam-seed-astray-red-frame-1-60-perfect-grade-model-kit
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-gundam-seed-astray-red-frame-1-60-perfect-grade-model-kit


BANDAI HOBBY STRIKE FREEDOM FULL BURST 
MODE MOBILE SUIT 

Kira Yamato’s Strike Freedom 
from the Gundam Seed 
Destiny TV series comes with 
its full load of armaments 
including dual rifles that can 
combine, beam sabers that 
connect at ends, rail guns, 
chest cannon, and detachable 
Super Dragoon wings. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-strike-freedom-full-burst-mode-mobile-suit/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-strike-freedom-full-burst-mode-mobile-suit/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-strike-freedom-full-burst-mode-mobile-suit/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-strike-freedom-full-burst-mode-mobile-suit/


GUNDAM ZGMF-X10A FREEDOM GUNDAM MG 1/100 
SCALE 
 

The Freedom Gundam is the 
most popular design from 
Gundam SEED, so it is only 
natural that a fantastic Master 
Grade kit would come our way! 
 
266 parts, plus polycaps for 
joints, foil stickers for colored 
parts, clear stickers for 
warnings, and the usual dry 
transfers for insignia and other 
markings, are included in the 
box.  

 
Lots of weapons come along with it.  
 

Such as double-
bladed beam 
sabre, beam 
rifle and more!  
 
The markings allow you to designate your 
Freedom Gundam as a Zaft machine, or as Kira's 
personal machine, as you like.  
 
Included in that parts count is a display stand, to 
allow you to pose your Freedom Gundam in 
flight.   

https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gundam-zgmf-x10a-freedom-gundam-mg-1-100-scale
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gundam-zgmf-x10a-freedom-gundam-mg-1-100-scale
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gundam-zgmf-x10a-freedom-gundam-mg-1-100-scale


 

GN-002 GUNDAM DYNAMES 1/100 SCALE MODEL 
KIT 
 

The GN-002 Gundam Dynames is the long-
range sniping and infantry specialist in 
Season One of Mobile Suit Gundam 00 and 
piloted by Lockon Stratos. 
 
Dynames would later be redeveloped as 
GN-002RE Gundam Dynames Repair in A.D. 
2314, briefly piloted by the second Lockon 
Stratos. 
 
Classified as a third generation Gundam, 
the GN-002 Gundam Dynames is a MS that 
specializes in long-ranged sniping and the 
successor of GNY-002 Gundam Sadalsuud 
and the predecessor of GN-006 Cherudim 
Gundam.  

 

While the unit retains similarities to Sadalsuud, 
Dynames is different than its predecessor.  

 

https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gn-002-gundam-dynames-1-100-scale-model-kit
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gn-002-gundam-dynames-1-100-scale-model-kit
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gn-002-gundam-dynames-1-100-scale-model-kit
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/gn-002-gundam-dynames-1-100-scale-model-kit


 

 
ZAKU MODELS 
 
ZEONG HGUC 1/144 SCALE 
 

Principality of Zeon Aerial Force for 
Newtype.   
 
From the Dukedom of Zeon comes 
this fearsome Mobile Suit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/zeong-hguc-1144-scale/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/zeong-hguc-1144-scale/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/zeong-hguc-1144-scale/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/zeong-hguc-1144-scale/


 

 
TAMASHII NATIONS BANDAI ROBOT SPIRITS MSM-
07 

 
The mass production version of the 
legendary Z’gok which includes a head 
slice effect and missiles with realistic 
exhaust. 

  

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/tamashii-nations-bandai-robot-spirits-msm-07/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/tamashii-nations-bandai-robot-spirits-msm-07/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/tamashii-nations-bandai-robot-spirits-msm-07/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/tamashii-nations-bandai-robot-spirits-msm-07/


1/60 MS-09 DOM  
Another of Zaku’s heavy assault units.  

Can be used in space, air and on ground 
missions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/1-60-ms-09-dom
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/1-60-ms-09-dom
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/1-60-ms-09-dom
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/1-60-ms-09-dom


HGUC 1/144 AMS-129 GEARA ZULU ANGELO 
 

 
 
Custom suit used by Angelo 
Sauper in Gundam Unicorn, his 
signature flashy colors features 
high output Lange Bruno energy 
cannon and energy tanks and 
stabilizers in backpack. 
 
Also includes shield. 

 
  

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/hguc-1-144-ams-129-geara-zulu-angelo/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/hguc-1-144-ams-129-geara-zulu-angelo/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/hguc-1-144-ams-129-geara-zulu-angelo/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/hguc-1-144-ams-129-geara-zulu-angelo/


BANDAI HOBBY MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM MSV MS-
06R-2 

 
 
 
RG Mobile Suit Gundam MSV MS – 
06R - 2 Johnny Ridden Only Zaku II 
1/144 Scale. 

 
  

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-mobile-suit-gundam-msv-ms-06r-2/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-mobile-suit-gundam-msv-ms-06r-2/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-mobile-suit-gundam-msv-ms-06r-2/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-mobile-suit-gundam-msv-ms-06r-2/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-mobile-suit-gundam-msv-ms-06r-2/


MSM-07S Z’GOK 

Custom aquatic mobile 
suit from the original 
Gundam series 

Includes movable arms 
with claws that open and 
close. 

 

 

SAZABI 

Sazabi from Char's 
Counterattack joins the 
HGUC lineup. 
 
Includes beam rifle, 
beam saber, beam 
tomahawk, and shield 

 

MS-06S II 
 
An extremely detailed 
and highly engineered 
model kit of Char's 
Zaku from Mobile Suit 
Gundam. 

 

MS-06R-1A  
 
Shin Matsunaga 
makes his debut in 
the HGUC line with 
his signature all 
white Zaku. 

 

 

HGUC 117 MS-06B 
GOUF 
 
GOUF Custom from 08th 
MS Team. Includes Gatling 
gun, heat sword, wrist 
mounted gun, heat rod 
wire. 5 Different hands. 
 

  

MS-06F II  
 
Furnished with an 
internal skeleton 
featuring pistons, 
sensor arrays and 
molded exhaust 
piping, Grade line. 

 
 

 

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/msm-07s-zgok-ver-char-hguc/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/msm-07s-zgok-ver-char-hguc/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-sazabi/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/bandai-hobby-sazabi/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/ms-06s-chars-zaku-ii/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/ms-06r-1a-zaku-ii-shin/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/ms-06r-1a-zaku-ii-shin/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/ms-06s-chars-zaku-ii
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/hguc-117-ms-06b-gouf/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/hguc-117-ms-06b-gouf/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/ms-06f-zaku-ii/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/ms-06f-zaku-ii/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/ms-06f-zaku-ii/


  

SUPER 
DIMENSION 
FORTRESS 
MACROSS 

TOYS AND MERCHANISE 



2 
MACROSS 

MACROSS IS A SERIES OF 

science fiction mecha anime created 
by Shōji Kawamori of Studio Nue in 
1982.  
 
The franchise features a fictional 
history of Earth after the year 1999.  
 
It consists of 3 TV series, 4 movies, 6 
OVAs, 1 light novel and 5 manga 
series, all sponsored by Big West 
Advertising.  
 
Within the series, the term Macross 
is used to denote the main capital 
ship.  

 
This theme began in the original Macross - also known as Super Dimensional 
Fortress Macross.  
 
Over technology refers to the scientific advances discovered in an alien starship 
that crashed on South Pacific island.  
 
With this technology, Earth was able to reverse engineer the technology to 
create the mecha as in Veritech fighters and Destroids, faster-than-light space 
fold drive for starships and other advanced technologies that the series 
features.  
 
The first TV series with edited content and a revised script was released as the 
first part of Robotech in the U.S.  

23 



MACROSS SDF-1 SUPER DIMENSION FORTRESS  
 

Super Dimensional Fortress-1 - better 
known simply as the SDF-1 - was the 
most historically significant warship in 
human history. 
 
Originally Zor's battlefortress, the SDF-1 
was sent crashing into Earth's surface 
in 1999.  
 
The people of Earth united to be-build 
the ship, which would latter play a 
pivotal role in the First Robotech War, 
as well as the hunt for Protoculture 
across the universe. 

 

 

 

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/macross-sdf-1-super-dimension-fortress/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/macross-sdf-1-super-dimension-fortress/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/macross-sdf-1-super-dimension-fortress/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/macross-sdf-1-super-dimension-fortress/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/macross-sdf-1-super-dimension-fortress/


REVOLTECH MACROSS VALKYRIE VF-1J 
 
The Revoltech line of action figures, from 
Kaiyodo of Japan, features an innovative joint 
system that allows the figure to demonstrate 
poses that are incredibly dynamic and more 
realistic than ever before. 

 

Revoltech Figure 034, Super Valkyrie 
VF-1J Hikaru figure is based on the 
original anime series Super 
Dimension Fortress Macross. 
 
The figure also has 14 articulation 
points and comes equipped with 
removable Super Armor, weapons 
and accessories for different poses.  

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/revoltech-macross-valkyrie-vf-1j/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/revoltech-macross-valkyrie-vf-1j
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/revoltech-macross-valkyrie-vf-1j/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/revoltech-macross-valkyrie-vf-1j/


VF-1S VALKYRIE ROY FOKKER VARIABLE FIGHTER  
 

Originally piloted by Roy Fokker - one of the 
early heros in the Global Civil War and 
pioneers of First Robotech.  

 

After his death however, it was taken over by 
his buddy Rick Hunter from the middle all the 
way till the end of Macross animated series. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/vf-1s-valkyrie-roy-fokker-variable-fighter/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/vf-1s-valkyrie-roy-fokker-variable-fighter/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/vf-1s-valkyrie-roy-fokker-variable-fighter/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/vf-1s-valkyrie-roy-fokker-variable-fighter/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/vf-1s-valkyrie-roy-fokker-variable-fighter/


VF-1S STRIKE VALKYRIE BATTROID ICHIJO MOVIE 
VERSION 

The VF-1S Valkyrie was a 3-mode variable fighter 
assigned to commanding officers of Veritech 
squadrons. 
 
Only a dozen of units had been manufactured by the 
time of Zentraedi attack on Macross Island in 2009.  
 
The prototype number 001, Skull-One, was originally 
designated the YF-1.  
 
Roy Fokker flew it during the First Robotech War 
until his death, and it was then flown by Rick Hunter.  
 
It was the last known surviving VF-1S aboard the 
SDF-1.  
 
In 2015, the Skull One, the oldest surviving VF-1 in the 

Robotech Defense Force, was dismantled to aid in the research of the next-
generation of Veritech fighters.  
 
Jack Archer was also assigned a VF-1S during his final fights with Zentraedi.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/vf-1s-strike-valkyrie-battroid-ichijo-movie-version/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/vf-1s-strike-valkyrie-battroid-ichijo-movie-version/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/vf-1s-strike-valkyrie-battroid-ichijo-movie-version/
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REVOLTECH – MAX’S VF-1J VALKYRIE 
 

Piloted by Max Sterling who started out as 
Rick Hunter’s trainee but possessed sharp 
skills which enabled him to rise quickly 
through ranks.  
 
Along with his enemy-loved life partner 
and co-pilot Miriya, they formed an unusual 
but lethal partnership.  

The VF-1 supported 3 modes of operation: 
fighter mode for aerospace superiority 
missions, guardian mode for close air 
support missions, and battloid mode for 
ground combat missions.  
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REVOLTECH MACROSS VALKYRIE VF-1J MIRIA 
 

The Veritech VF-1 was Earth's 
first transformable trans-
atmospheric fighter.  
 
Powered by fusion engines, the 
VF-1 was fully space-capable, and 
was carried in great numbers on 
the SDF-1 as well as the Armor 
series of carriers. 
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OTHER MODELS 

 

MACROSS BANDAI 
POSEABLE MODEL 
KIT 
 
First Human designed 
and built series of 
Veritech fighter. 

Each has 3 modes in 
Battloid, Guardian 
and Fighter.  

VF-1J ARMORED 
VALKYRIE 
 
Experimental Valkyrie 
with armor and 
missiles.  
 
Used by Rick Hunter 
on a last-minute 
mission by Lisa Hayes  
 

 

 

 

VF-25F MESSIAH 
VALKYRIE 
 
Alto's custom VF-25F 
Messiah Valkyrie 
makes its debut in kit 
form with the release 
of this detailed snap-
fit plastic model kit!  

VF-25F MESSIAH 
VALKYRIE ALTO 
 
Alto 39's custom VF-
25F Messiah Valkyrie 
makes its debut with 
this exceptionally 
detailed snap-fit 
plastic model kit!  

 

 

VF-25S SUPER 
MESSIAH VALKYRIE 
 
Alto's custom VF-25S 
Messiah Valkyrie makes 
its debut with the release 
of this exceptionally 
detailed snap-fit plastic 
model kit! 

 

VF-25S MESSIAH 
VALKYRIE OZMA  
 
Presented in snap-fit 
plastic kit form,  this 
is Skull squadron 
leader Ozma's 
custom VF-25S 
Messiah Valkyrie. 
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OTHER MODELS 
RVF-25 MESSIAH 
VALKYRIE LUCA  
 
Piloted by boy genius 
Luca Angelloni, the 
green RVF-25 Messiah 
Valkyrie gets the 
snap-fit plastic kit 
treatment. 

 

VF-25G MESSIAH 
VALKYRIE MICHAEL  
 
The cool blue VF-25G 
Messiah Valkyrie 
piloted by the 
charming marksman 
Michael Blanc makes 
its plastic kit debut. 

 

 

LUCIFER BRERA 
STERNE 
 

This crimson VF-27 
Lucifer Valkyrie gets 
the snap-fit plastic kit 
treatment with this 
hot anticipation! 

DESTROID HWR-
00-MKII 
 
Heavy artillery unit 
fielded by United 
Earth during the 
First Robotech 
War. 

ADR-04-MK-X  
 
Fielded by the United 
Earth forces during the 
First Robotech War. 
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ZENTRAEDI MECHA 
 
MACROSS ROBOTECH ZENTRAEDI OFFICER 
BATTLEPOD 

The Officer's Battlepod were 
issued to higher officers in the 
Zentraedi armed forces, when 
they are in the field 
commanding forces of Regult 
Battlepods. 
 
Although the Officer's BP was 
large and not thickly armored, 
its protection was superior 
compared to that of the 
standard Battlepod.  
 
This was partly because it was 

thicker, but mostly because the Officer's BP was better at deflecting incoming 
fire due to its streamlining.  
 

It also had a heavy cannon armament, with 3 beam 
cannons, including a large, long-range cannon on top, 
and 4 smaller projectile weapons in the chin and in the 
arms.  
 
In addition, there is a last ditch missile battery with 6 
missiles.  
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MACROSS ROBOTECH ZENTRAEDI BATTLEPODS 
 

Battlepods are a class of 
mecha developed for 
use by the Imperial 
Zentraedi Forces.  
 
Their cockpit controls 
make use of standard 
controls and typically 
seated a single full-sized 
Zentraedi warrior. 
 
However, humans are 

capable piloting a Battlepod with at least 3 capable 
of being used to utilize the controls.  
 
They are able to operate not only in planetary 
environments but underwater and even through 
space. 

  
The majority of this class shared a standard design namely a tall vehicles with 
large legs that gave them the capacity to leap across a surface terrain. 
 

A pair of thrusters is also located by the sides that 
can either be used to maneuver in space, aid in 
leaping across a surface terrain or to help in 
descent from drop pods to the ground.  
 
Among the primary advantages of the design 
include its high mobility and the fact that its 
capable of being easily manufactured from 
automated assembly lines.  
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3 
APPLESEED EX MACHINA 

 

APPLESEED EX MACHINA - ALSO KNOWN AS 

E.X. Machina - in the original version, is a 2007 
Japanese animated CG science fiction film.  

It is also the sequel to the 2004 Appleseed film, 
similarly directed by Shinji Aramaki and was 
produced by Hong Kong director and producer 
John Woo.  

It was released on October 20, 2007 in Japan and 
made its American premiere at the Jules Verne 
Adventures Film Festival in Los Angeles on 
December 15, 2007.  

The MPAA has Appleseed Ex Machina rated PG-13 for action violence and brief 
strong language,[3] though the first film was rated R for some violence.  

It was released in North America by Warner Bros. Pictures on March 11, 2008, 
for DVD and Blu-Ray, and released for HD DVD on April 1, 2008.  

It was released in Europe on May 30, 2008 on DVD, with HMV releasing a 2-disc 
DVD special edition box set in Ireland and the UK, while Blu-Ray edition was 
released on June 2, 2008.  

In July 2008, the film was released theatrically in Australia with other films such 
as Vexille and The Girl Who Leapt Through Time. 
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12 INCH ACTION FIGURE DEUNAN KNUTE 
 

One of the duo protagonists of Appleseed and 
anime franchises.  
 
Along with her partner Briareos Hecatonchires, 
she is one of ES.W.A.T.'s most important 
members. 
 
Known for a fiery personality and a tendency to 
sometimes break rank, Deunan is still widely 
appreciated by her partners for her 
professionalism and acumen. 
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BRIAREOS POSEABLE ACTION FIGURE 
 

Originally an African man from the 
Mediterranean, Briareos was used as a 
terrorist by the KGB while still a child.  
 
He sought political asylum in the former USA 
after killing the unit's commander of 
operations – for which he was put on the 
international most wanted list as an assassin.  
 
After meeting an agent from Special Security 
Forces, he began operating as a partner with 
the man's daughter, Deunan Knute.  
 
Caught in an explosion, the 31 year old 
survived only by undergoing a full cyborg 
body replacement – and has been making 
modifications ever since.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A
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APPLESEED – EX MACHINA DELUXE 12 INCH 
POSEABLE MODEL KIT TEREUS 
 

Constantly under threat, the citizens must 
rely on ES.W.A.T. to protect and defend them 
against the many dangers that remain in the 
fall-out of the war.  
 
When Briareos is injured protecting Deunan 
from an explosion, Deunan is assigned a new 
partner, Tereus.  
 
He is a new type of genetically engineered 
humanoids called a bioroid.  
 
Tereus is designed as the prototype for a 
new type of fighter bioroid, based on the 
human DNA of Briareos. 
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4 
PATLABOR 

 

PATLABOR (A PORTMANTEAU OF 

patrol and labor) is also known as Mobile 
Police Patlabor.  
 
It is an anime and manga franchise created 
by Headgear, a group consisting of director 
Mamoru Oshii, writer Kazunori Itō, mecha 
designer Yutaka Izubuchi, character 
designer Akemi Takada, and manga artist 
Masami Yūki.  
 
The popular franchise includes a manga, a 
TV series, two OVA series, three feature-
length movies, 2 light novel series, and a 
short film compilation, named Minipato 

because of its super deformed drawing style.  
 
The series has been adapted into video games and licensed products from OST 
to toys.  
 
Patlabor is known for using mecha - designed by Yutaka Izubuchi - not just for 
police or military purposes, but also for industrial and municipal jobs.  
 
Animations from Patlabor were used extensively in the music video Juke Joint 
Jezebel by KMFDM. The manga received the 36th Shogakukan Manga Award 
for Shonen in 1991.  
 
The story takes place in what was, at the time of release, the near future of 
1998–2002.  
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Robots called Labors are employed in heavy construction work.  
 
The Tokyo Metropolitan Police has its own fleet of Patrol Labors or Patlabors 
to combat crimes/terrorism and deal with accidents involving Labors.  
 
The story arcs usually revolve around Tokyo Metropolitan Police Special Vehicle 
Section 2, Division 2.  
 
Noa Izumi is the main protagonist of the series and the supporting character of 
the third film, but all of Division 2 play roles.  
 
Hata and Kusumi are main protagonists of the third Patlabor film.  
 
The feature films follow separate continuities, referred to as the movie timeline 
and the TV timeline.  
 
The different OVA series follow either the movie or TV timelines. The manga 
also follows its own continuity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



AV-98 INGRAM LABOR 1 ALPHONSE 
 
Advanced Model Patlabor AV-98 Ingram 
Labor 1 Figure. 
 
One of the primary frontline units in the police 
vs criminal wars. 
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TYPE-J9 GRIFFON AQUA UNIT 
 

The Revoltech line of action figures, from 
Kaiyodo of Japan, features an innovative joint 
system that allows the figure to demonstrate a 
wide array of realistic poses.  
 
Unlike any other PVC action figure, the 
Revoltech Figures are designed with an 
innovative joint system that allows the figure 
to demonstrate poses that are incredibly 
dynamic and more realistic than ever before.  
 
The Griffon action figure is 6 feet tall and 
comes with a custom base for display. The 
figure also has optional underwater system 
backpack.  
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KAIYODO REVOLTECH SUPER POSEABLE ACTION 
FIGURE ZEROSIKI 

 

The Revoltech line of action figures, 
from Kaiyodo of Japan, features an 
innovative joint system that allows the 
figure to demonstrate poses that are 
incredibly dynamic and more realistic 
than ever before.  
 
Revoltech Figure 022, Type Zero is 
based on the original anime series 
Patlabor - a near future Tokyo where 
police use mechas (mechanical robots 
piloted by humans) to combat runaway 
crime.  
 
The Type Zero action figure is 6 feet tall 
and comes with a custom base for 
display.  

 
 

HERUDAIBANONSUKERU REVOLTECH  
 
Green enemy mecha from Kaiyodo as heavy 
assault units to be used in ground warfare.  
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CM’S CORPORATION MECHA PATLABOR BLOCKEN 
ACTION FIGURE – ANIME VERSION 

 
Imported from Japan.  
 
Designed by German designers, the 
Blocken is a military labor (in other 
words, a mecha) that the officers of 
the Tokyo PD cross paths within the 
anime Mobile Police Patlabor.  
 
This figure recreates the Blocken as 
it appeared in the anime. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

TAMASHII NATIONS BANDAI ROBOT SPIRITS 
BROCKEN 

The Patlabor fan-favourite Brocken joins the 
Side Labor series! 
 
Highly posable, it includes a full complement 
of weapons and a variety of props for setting 
up dramatic scenes! 
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REVOLTECH PATLABOR BROCKEN RED MECHA 
 

Red enemy mecha from Patlabor movie. 
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MOBILE POLICE PATLABOR THE MOVIE SPECIAL 
CONTROL VEHICLE  
 

Patlabor the Movie 1/24 98 
formula specialized type 
Command Vehicle (PD05) 
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ARMORED TROOPER VOTOMS 

 

ARMORED TROOPER VOTOMS IS A MILITARY 

science fiction mecha anime series, having 
undergone several incarnations.  
 
The original 1983 television series was created by 
Ryosuke Takahashi and Sunrise, featuring mechanical 
designs by Kunio Okawara.  
 
Following directly in the footsteps of Takahashi's 
previous series Fang of the Sun Dougram, VOTOMS 
continued the trend towards hard science in the 
mecha anime subgenre.  
 
The Gilgamesh and Balarant star systems had until 

recently been locked in a century-old galactic war whose cause was long ago 
forgotten. Now, the war is ending and an uneasy truce has settled.  
 
The main weapon of the conflict is the common Armored Trooper, a mass-
produced humanoid combat vehicle piloted by a single soldier.  
 
They are known alternately as VOTOMS or Vertical One-man Tank for Offense 
And Maneuvers.  

 
The series follows a main character named Chirico Cuvie, a 
special forces Armored Trooper pilot and former member of 
the Red Shoulder Battalion, an elite force used by the 
Gilgamesh Confederation in its war against the Balarant 
Union.  
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Chirico is suddenly transferred to a unit engaged in a suspicious mission, 
unaware that he is aiding to steal secrets from what appears to be his own 
side.  

Chirico is betrayed and left behind to die, but he survives, is arrested by the 
Gilgamesh military as a traitor, and tortured for information on their 
homeworld.  

He escapes, triggering a pursuit extending across the entire series, with Chirico 
hunted by the army and criminals alike as he seeks the truth behind the 
operation.  

He is especially driven to discover the truth of one of the objects he was 
assigned to retrieve in that operation: a mysterious and beautiful woman who 
would become his sole clue to unravelling the galactic conspiracy.  
 

SPECIAL FORCES ARMORED TROOPER CHIRICO 
CUVIE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main VOTOMS character and pilot named Chirico Cuvie, a 
special forces Armored Trooper pilot and former member 
of the Red Shoulder Battalion. 
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ARMORED TROOPERS VOTOMS FYANA WOODO  
 

 

 

 

 

A mysterious and beautiful woman who would become one of 
Chiro Cuvie's few yet invaluable allies on unraveling the galactic 
conspiracy. 

 

 

 

 

 
ARMORED TROOPER VOTOMS ATM-09-STTC 
SCOPEDOG TURBO  

Especially and exclusively imported from 
Japan.  
 
Full vintage version with pilot Chiroco Cuvie. 
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ARMORED TROOPER VOTOMS X-ATH-02 STRIKE 
DOG 

 

 

The X-ATH-02 Strike Dog is one of 
several experimental armored troopers 
developed by the Secret Society for use 
by Perfect Soldiers. 
 
The Strike Dog features an advanced 
new operating system that directly 
interfaces with the pilot's brain. 
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ARMORED TROOPER VOTOMS 04 BLOOD SUCKER 
 

Depicting the battle of our original 
Red Shoulder, OVA masterpiece from 
The Last Red Shoulder, AT 
bloodsuckers is a boarding eternal 
rival of Chirico. 
 
The precision reproduce the design 
image with a red shoulder impressive 
aircraft jet black.  It can be 
reproduced in the play scene of 
Verisi militude  
 
Equipped with Brad football-only 
machine gun also known as Bloody 
Rifle.  
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AG-EX04 MISSION KUMMEN 
 

 

 

 

 

 

3 model kits in one package from 
Takara Tomy. 

 

. 
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ROUND MOVER AND 
PARACHUTE ZACK 
 

Armored Trooper Votoms 
- Scopedog - Round 
Mover And Parachute 
Zack by Wave. 

 

 

SHADOW FLARE 
 

Armored Trooper 
Votoms -  Shadow 
Flare - Normal 
Version PVC Figure  
 

BLUE KNIGHT 
BERSERGA 
 
Armored Trooper 
VOTOMS Blue Knight 
Berserga Funny Devil by 
Shiemuzukoporeshon. 

 

RABIDLYDOG ST 
EDITION 
 
The 1/35 scale 
concept plastic 
model series is 
finally starting!  

SCOPEDOG NORDEN 
 
CM's Corporation's 
Sunrise Mecha Action 
series brings the latest 
designs from original 
story serialized in Hobby 
Japan magazine. 

 

RABIDRYDOG 
 
Rabidoridoggu hero 
Chirico boarded 
improvised machine 
in DMZ series of 
Armored Trooper 
VOTOMS.  

 

 

  

OTHERS 
MODELS 

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/scopedog-round-mover-and-parachute-zack-by-wave/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/votoms-blue-knight-berserga-shadow-flare/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/blue-knight-berserga/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/rabidlydog-st-edition/
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/votoms-atm-09-scopedog-norden-custom
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/votoms-atm-09-scopedog-norden-custom
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/dmz-04-rabidrydog/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/votoms-blue-knight-berserga-shadow-flare/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/blue-knight-berserga/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/rabidlydog-st-edition/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/scopedog-round-mover-and-parachute-zack-by-wave/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/dmz-04-rabidrydog/


 

ZOIDS 
TOYS AND MERCHANISE 



6 
ZOIDS 

ZOIDS IS A SCIENCE FICTION MEDIA FRANCHISE CREATED BY TOMY THAT 

feature giant robots - or mecha - called Zoids.  
 
A zoid is essentially a large mechanical animal with designs being based on 
animals such as Tigers, Lions, or various Dinosaurs. 
 
The franchise started with a model-kit-based toy line and includes four main 
anime TV series as in Chaotic Century, New Century, Fuzors and Genesis as well 
as several video games and manga products. 
 
There have been a number of different Zoids model lines over the years, both 
in Japan and other countries.  
 
Between these lines, over 200 different designs have been released, some 
several times over.  
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Several companies outside of Takara-Tomy have produced Zoids kits.  
 
This has led to Zoids being made as die-cast figures, highly detailed posing kits, 
smaller action figures and even PVC figurines. 
 

ZOIDS IRON KONG PUROITSUEN KNIGHTS 1/72 
SCALE 

 
 
 
 
The Iron Kong as used by the Prozen 
Knights will be 30cm tall and fully posable 
after assembly, thanks to cabling inside 
the parts.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

HMM ZOIDS 1/72 EZ-049 BERSERK FUHRER  
 

Massively detailed kit of the Berserk 
Fuhrer!  
 
Molded in multiple colors, the kit also 
includes 2 pre-painted figures.  
 
Posable after assembly!  

https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/zoids-iron-kong-puroitsuen-knights-1-72-scale
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/hmm-zoids-172-ez-049-berserk-fuhrer-1/
https://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/zoids-iron-kong-puroitsuen-knights-1-72-scale
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/hmm-zoids-172-ez-049-berserk-fuhrer-1/


LIGER ZERO DEATH STINGER SNIPER LEENA 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  
 
 

 
 

 

 

HMM ZOIDS 1/72 RMZ-27 CANNON TORTOISE 

 

 

 
 

RZ-014 GODOS 
 

TRUNCKINATOR 
 

RZ-041 LIGER 
ZERO  

This Highend Master Model kit of the 
Cannon tortoise comes molded in color 
and allows you to build a sharp poseable 
model of the tortoise-type Zoid that will 
measure about 12cm tall upon 
completion. 

http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/hmm-zoids-172-rmz-27-cannon-tortoise/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/hmm-zoids-172-rmz-27-cannon-tortoise
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/zoids-japanese-kotobukiya-model-kit-rz041-liger-zero/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/zoids-japanese-kotobukiya-model-kit-rz041-liger-zero/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/ez-036-death-stinger-172-scale-plastic-model/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/ez-036-death-stinger-172-scale-plastic-model/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/172-scale-zoids-hmm-highend-master-model-gun-sniper-leena-special/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/172-scale-zoids-hmm-highend-master-model-gun-sniper-leena-special/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/172-hmm-zoids-rz-014-godos/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/zoids-truckinator-172-scale-motorized-action-figure-model-kit
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/zoids-truckinator-172-scale-motorized-action-figure-model-kit
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/172-hmm-zoids-rz-041-liger-zero-jager/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/172-hmm-zoids-rz-041-liger-zero-jager/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/172-hmm-zoids-rz-014-godos/
http://myfavouritetoyrobotsstore.com/product/hmm-zoids-172-rmz-27-cannon-tortoise

